Introduction
The analysis and description of 3D objects is one of the key elements in robot vision systems. For an analysis of the 3D model objects, an important task for the image analysis and perception is detection of geometry features in digital images. Circular features such as circle and ellipse are not only basic elements in the nature, but also are very common shapes in many man−made objects, which have been com− monly used in the robot vision fields. Therefore an estima− tion of 3D information from 2D image coordinates for these features is an important problem. Circular feature is a parti− cular case of a conic feature, because its perspective projec− tion in any arbitrary orientation is always an exact ellipse as well as a circle has been shown to have high centre−location accuracy for its property of isotropy. Monocular vision used in navigation of a mobile robot can find a 3D position and orientation of an object if the object model is known [1, 2] . In many other vision based fields, such as automatic assem− bly, industrial metrology, and unmanned drive, it is also important to estimate the 3D location of objects.
For many advantages mentioned above, circular features have been widely used in the robot vision for an accurate self−location by using circular landmarks and football track− ing in a robot soccer competition, because the perspective projection of a spherical football is always a circle [3] . However, the centre of a projected circle does not corre− spond to the ellipse centre [4] , therefore the high−accuracy of a 3D model analysis is important to the fields where high accuracy is needed. There have been several methods pro− posed to solve the problem of the model analysis of circular feature [5] [6] [7] . The ellipse centre, minor and major axes as well as then inclination can be calculated directly from the binary image without any fitting just by means of ellipse moments. It is well known, that the centroid is given by the first−order moments and the inclination and principal axes by the second−order moments. However, most of them are mathematically complex and do not provide any geometri− cal description of solutions and their precision is not very good.
The previous research focused on ellipse detection can be referenced to techniques such as Hough transform [8] and least squares fitting [9] . Based on mapping set of points to the parameter space, the Hough transform is a standard method for detecting curves that may be easily parame− terized such as lines, circles, and ellipses. It consists of the following steps. Firstly, a pixel in the image is mapped to a curve in some parameterized space. Secondly, the parame− ters of a valid curve are binned into an accumulator where the number of points in a bin equals its score, and, finally, a curve with a maximum score is selected from the accumu− lator to represent a curve in the image. Since defining an ellipse requires five parameters, the Hough transform needs a 5D accumulator array over parameter space. So, this method tends to occupy a large amount of memory, has low speed and it is difficult and ambiguous to find multiple local maxima of the corresponding 5D histogram, which leads to low accuracy and non−uniqueness of solutions. We can, of course, get a 4D Hough table, if an image gradient is used.
In this paper, we use a board machined with circular fea− tures in order to perform circle detection and a 3D model analysis based on an accurate model. Since the radii of many circular features, such as football and circular land− marks used for location, are known we focused on an accu− rate estimation of the 3D position of a circular feature with a known radius. In our proposed 3D model scheme of the circular feature, both accurate camera calibration and 3D model analysis are essential. The high accurate camera cali− bration method can be used to estimate the 3D world coordi− nates of calibration points. The experimental results show that the 3D model built by using our method is accurate and reliable.
Circular feature detection
In this section, the first subsection describes how to obtain the coefficients of the ellipse equation by scattered data and the second subsection presents how to obtain the five geo− metric parameters of the ellipse through six coefficients.
Determining ellipse coefficients
It is well known, that the accurate estimation of the basic parameters of an elliptical shape is important for the accu− racy of the 3D model of circular features. The general form of a common quadratic curve can be expressed as
0, (1) where
We can decompose the coefficients of the ellipse S into
where S a b c
Looking for the accurate estimation of elliptical parame− ters, the least squares method is centred on finding the set of parameters that minimize the squares sum of a fit error between the data points and the ellipse
where
is called the design matrix which can be described in detail as the size of n´6 matrix
We can decompose the design matrix into its quadratic and linear parts In order to fit an ellipse with the data points, the con− straint for the conic is well known that the discriminant b ac 2 4
is negative. Since we have the freedom of arbi− trarily scaling the parameters of the conic, we can impose the equality constraint 4 1 2 ac b -= which can be expressed in the matrix form of S GS T = 1, e.g. 
In the same way, the constraint matrix G can be expressed as
where G 
By introducing the Lagrange multiplier l, we can get simultaneous equations
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where H W W T = is the scatter matrix of the size 6 6 , which can be described in detail as 
= . By combining all the decompositions, we can get the following equation 
which is equivalent to the following two equations
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In the above equation, S 2 can be expressed as
So, we can obtain
which can be rewritten as
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Considering all the decomposition processes, we can obtain the following set of equations 
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where R G H H H H
Since the fitting of a general conic to a set of points may be approached by minimizing the sum of squared algebraic distances of the points to the conic which is expressed by the coefficients S min ( , ) min min min mi
Actually, it is the eigenvalue problem for the matrix R. However, R is not symmetric and in general we can get mul− tiple eigenvalues. In order to solve these equations, first we need to get all possible solutions of the generalized eigen− vectors, then we need to select the corresponding ones to the minimal positive eigenvalue l, so that S 1 can be obtained. We can also compute S 2 by Eq. (17) and we obtain the coeffi− cients of the ellipse S by Eq. (2).
Determining ellipse parameters
Given a set of the edge points ( , )
K in the image coordinate system ( , ) u v au buv cv du ev f
If there is a new coordinate system ( , ) u v 0 0 , whose axes are parallel to the major and minor axis of the ellipse as shown in Fig. 1, then we have the following equation. 
The coefficient of u v o o is zero when the rotational angle of the ellipse is zero so, we have
which can be solved as
In the coordinate system ( , ) u v , the curve should be satis− fied with au buv cv du ev f 
Therefore, the five parameters of an ellipse such as the centre point coordinates ( , ) u v c c , the major axis length M, the minor axis length N, the angle or orientation of the ellipse q, which is illustrated in Fig. 2 , can be calculated using the following equation.
The rotational angle of the ellipse q = - 
where m a b c
q. With two subsections described above, we can accu− rately obtain the coefficients of the ellipse equation by a strong constraint on a conic determinant and we can derive the parameters of the ellipse by the affine transformation. Canada. We use a board with six identical coplanar circles whose radii are 40 mm to measure the validity of our 3D model analysis, as shown in Fig. 4 . The detected ellipses, proposed by our algorithm are shown in Fig. 5 , which are traced out with a wide blue line, while the detected major axis and minor axis are expressed within blue lines, whose intersection is the centre of ellipse. So, we can see that the intersections of the major axis and the minor axis are in the centre of the ellipses and the slope of the major axis is the tangent of the rotational angle of the ellipse. The estimated 3D coordinates of six circles are shown in Fig. 6 .
In order to check the accuracy of our method, when our camera is calibrated, we measure the difference between the positions of circle centres in the world coordinates and the values estimated by/via our method can be measured with
where V s is the 3D world coordinate of the circle centre point and V d is the 3D value estimated by/via our method and the measurement units for the centre positions are mm. We also use the standard moment−based method to com− pute the position of the centre of circles. The estimated 3D coordinates by the standard moment−based method are shown in Fig. 7 . The comparison of estimated centre posi− tion of a set of circles between our proposed method and the standard moment−based method is shown in Table 2 . From the comparison between the moment−based deviation results and the deviation results of our proposed method, we can find that the accuracy of our approach is higher. 
Conclusions
We have built a novel 3D model analysis of circular feature for the robot vision. Our circular detection method can uniquely and efficiently yield elliptical parameters by fitting ellipses to data points by minimizing the algebraic distance subject to a constraint. We decompose the location estima− tion of circular feature with known radii into the 3D posi− tion. The experimental results have shown that our method is more accurate than other methods, so this method should be popularized for other vision based applications.
